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5G, and the WALL
“And who knoweth whether thou art come to the kingdom for such a time as this?” –
Esther 4:14

The Lord God has placed me here for such a time as this. The Holy Spirit has given me the wisdom and
revelation to understand what is happening and the discernment to put it all together to share with
humanity, ‘All for the GLORY OF GOD.’

1. Where We Are Currently with 5G Technology in America
On March 23, 2020, President Donald Trump signed into law the "Secure 5G and Beyond Act of 2020,”
which requires a strategy to ensure the security of next generation mobile telecommunications systems
and infrastructure in the US; and assist allies and strategic partners in maximizing the security of next
generation mobile telecommunications systems and infrastructure.
President Trump also signed into law the “Broadband Deployment Accuracy and Technological
Availability Act or the Broadband DATA Act,” which requires the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) to issue rules relating to the collection of data with respect to the availability of broadband
services.
In addition, the White House released a six-page document called the National Strategy to Secure 5G, a
blueprint mandated by the Secure 5G and Beyond Act of 2020. The blueprint's goal is to articulate a
vision for America to lead the development, deployment, and management of secure and reliable 5G
communications infrastructure worldwide, arm-in-arm with our closest partners and allies, to include:
•
•
•
•

Facilitating domestic 5G rollout;
Assessing the risks and identifying core security principles for 5G infrastructure;
Managing the risks to our economic and national security from the use of 5G infrastructure;
Promoting responsible global development and deployment of 5G infrastructure.

“And I sought for a man among them, that should make up the hedge, and stand in
the gap before me for the land, that I should not destroy it”
-- Ezekiel 22:30

President Donald Trump has been placed by God for such as time as this to stand in the gap, before the
land, and protect us from the evil that is attempting to destroy humanity. And no, I am not exaggerating,
as you read this paper you will gain a greater understanding to the threat 5G is to ALL life on planet
earth. For those who opposes President Trump, I have just one thing to say to you, if it was not for
President Trump, the American people could have been de-populated almost to extinction.

2. Can 5G Ever Be Safe?
There is, at this time, the possibility of developing safe 5G technology; however, SAFE 60 GHz 5G DOES
NOT EXIST TODAY.
This presents a huge opportunity for the USA to lead in the development of a safe 5G ‘type’ technology
that ‘IS’ outside of the weaponized, military grade, 5G that currently exist.
President Trump has laid an excellent framework for this to occur with the "Secure 5G and Beyond Act
of 2020,” and “Broadband DATA Act.” Personally, I believe the new 5G should be renamed to something
other than 5G, but that discussion is for another day.
Prior to President Trump, what was being installed in America, Europe and Asia, was the weaponized 5G
that operated in the frequency spectrum at 60 GHz. This part of the spectrum is classified as ‘high
microwave frequencies’ where chronic exposure to these electromagnetic fields (EMF) in this power
frequency range WILL result in detrimental health effects to humans, animals, insects and plant life
(Kostoff and Lau, 2013, 2017).

3. The 5G technology that exist today is DANGEROUS to ALL organic organisms.
Today, any industry CEO that claims, “that the utility poles used for 5G are not harmful,” are feeding the
public and politicians a line of jackal dung!
The 5G technology that exist today, which was developed by Huawei and Apple Computers China LTD, is
the weaponized 5G that is very detrimental and destructive to the human body. This technology has NO
independent testing to prove its safety nor has it been proven to actually work as a
‘telecommunications’ technology. It is disastrous to human health and the health of every living
organism on planet earth.

4. Explaining Huawei and Apple 5G & Its’ Implication on Living Organisms
First a high-level background of chemistry and physics needs to be presented to assist the public in
understanding the current 5G technology and what effect it has on living organisms.
60 GHz is the resonant frequency of the oxygen atom. Why is this important? All living organisms need
oxygen to live. Resonance frequencies are the natural frequencies at which it is easiest to get an object
to vibrate and is the oscillation of a system at its natural or unforced resonance. This video explains
resonant frequency -> YouTube video.

In the resonant frequency video, the glass, whose natural frequency is 575 GHz is receiving energy from
the forced vibration of the speaker which is set to 575 GHz. If the glass was perfect it will cause the glass
to vibrate at a greater amplitude until the glass breaks, just like the wine glass breaking in the Memorex
Ella Fitzgerald commercial. Ella is causing one wavelength of sound from her voice, such that it vibrates
the crystal at its resonance frequency. When it vibrates from the crystal into the air due to the boundary
condition, most of the energy bounces back because it's at the same wavelength. The wavelength of her
voice is literally transmitted at the same frequency of the glass. The energy bounces back and forth
through the glass; and this causes the frequency to almost double in its magnitude each time it passes
through the crystal. If the crystal is flawless, the crystal glass is going to shatter.
This is another example of how powerful frequency, vibration, amplitude, oscillation and the energy it
produces is; the Tacoma, Washington Narrows Bridge.
As Nikola Tesla said, "If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of
energy, frequency and vibration."
Understanding how resonance frequency affects an object, is the foundation to understanding how the
60 GHz wavelength will affect an oxygen atom in an organic organism. The transmission of 60 GHz would
cause the oxygen atom to ‘oscillate’ at the boundary of the cell wall, where it begins to bounce the cell
wall back and forth through the cell wall boundary, until the cell wall collapses or explodes. Also, as the
cell walls are vibrating, this vibration disrupts the voltage channels in the cells of the organs and allows
toxins to enter the cells. The toxins are called exosomes, which are pathogens, and cause diseases. This
poisoning of cells is known as ‘programmed cell death.’
In some organic organisms, up to 90% of their body weight comes from water (H20). Up to 60% of the
human adult body is water and in children values can be anywhere between 53% and 63%. Organic
organisms consist of mostly water and this is why 5G is so lethal.
5G has these harmful effects on organic organisms;
a. The effect of 60 GHz on the lungs is that it literally boils the H20 in the cell, destroying
the cell. 5G at 60 GHz vibrates and is the absorption spectrum of the oxygen atom.
When 60 GHz transmits through water molecules (H20) in your lungs, the water in the
lungs gets super-heated. The water in the cells, in your lungs, literally fills up with
heated water, bringing on the characteristics of pneumonia.
b. The EMF emitted through 5G causes other organs inside the body to super heat. The
lungs and organs literally get microwaved. If a person is in close proximity exposure the
organs will explode. Smaller animals such as birds, insects, small animals experience this
when they go near a 5G tower. ALL LIFE forms on earth including trees and plants are
harmed by 5G. [5G Towers effect bees, birds, trees and people.]
c. In some areas of the world were 5G was implemented many birds fell from the sky,
dead on arrival. Go to YouTube and search for [dead birds falling].
d. Continued exposure to 5G poisons the cells in your body, known as ‘programmed cell
death.’ The cells get poisoned by the EMF’s being emitted.
e. I will mention COVID-19 here but for the sake of brevity here is a great video to watch
which explains COVID-19 testing and exosomes.
f. The COVID-19 and 5G relationship is another ‘rabbit hole’ which has been addressed by
several highly respectable industry experts which I am listing below. However, for this
paper I want to focus on 5G and the wall.

g. For more on the relationship between 5G and Corona Virus, I highly recommend you
watch the videos of the International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ.org).
h. The Corona 5G coverup.
i. Scientists warn of potential serious health effects of 5G.
j. I recommend 3 industry experts; Mark Steele [@steele_mark, web site] and Dr. Andrew
Wakefield [@twitter, web site] and Dr. Judy A Mikovits [@DrJudyAMikovits, web site].
Please follow them on Twitter to learn more about 5G and Covid-19.
k. More resources on 5G and the Corona Virus.
There are way more negative health implications of 5G than I outlined above. Please take the time to
search the matter out on your own. Knowledge is power!

“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge” – Hosea 4:6

To summarize a few technology aspects of 5G that technocrats who support the technology spew:
1. The very fast and the concentrated EMF waves are safe.
2. Density of nodes is the only way it will function, so there needs to be a base station node every
500 feet but that will not affect the health of the community.
3. It is Fbeing deployed in space, by SpaceX (YouTube 42,000 satellites). The ultimate goal is to
connect everything worldwide, the Internet of Things (IoT) but radiating 5G all over planet earth
will not hurt the planet. My spirit leads me in perceiving that Elon Musk is another Bill Gates.
4. The world needs 5G in order for smart cities; self-driving cars, faster download speeds, facial
recognition and other Spying/Control technology.
a. There is no proof that 60 GHz 5G can be used for Internet of Things (IoT).
5. There are no health implications to the public, insects, plants and animals.
Do not believe them, todays 5G is not safe and it will never be, PERIOD. Those who tout the safety of 5G
are either lying to you or are just sheep who are regurgitating what they have been spoon fed.

5. Pretty Scary Stuff So Far! This is Even Scarier:
The Huawei 5G from China and Apple operates in the frequency spectrum at 60 GHz. Trump, realizing
this and the deadly implication of Huawei and Apple 5G, enacted the COVFEFE Act of 2017
(Communications Over Various Feeds & Electronically For Engagement Act). The Trump Administration
realized that China (CCP) were going to; yes, kill us with their 60 GHz cell towers.
Everything has dual meaning; the spiritual meaning of covfefe, it is an Antediluvian term for “In the end
we win.” It was commonly used by the sons of Adam to rail against the evil actions of the fallen who had
led man astray.
The Trump Administration changed out the cell towers and tore them out with the COFEFE Act- HR2884.
The COFEFE Act passed by the 115th Congress. The passing of COFEFE Act started the legislative process
to remove the Huawei and Apple 5G. Then House Resolution 4498 – The Secure and Trusted
Communications Network Act of 2019 began the actual tearing out of Huawei/Apple 5G. The Senate

Resolution 983 – Secure 5G and Beyond Act of 2020 continued the removal of 5G (Huawei/Apple)
throughout the United States.
However, with the COVID-19 lock down the evil powers that be, are attempting to redeploy more 60
GHz 5G while everyone is imprisoned in their homes (See Jersey City, NJ article). People you must wake
up! ‘They’ will not give up until they have depopulated the USA by 200 million by 2025, through 5G and
vaccines. For more on vaccines please follow Dr. Judy Mikovitz and read her book, ‘Plandemic and
Plague of Corruption’
For more about 5G watch this recent webinar on 6/9/2020.
Trevor King -> https://event.webinarjam.com/replay/42/rm0mlcvxc80anoaz990

6. Now for the Good News. The Brilliance of THE WALL
And then there is the Trump wall.

“For I, saith the LORD, will be unto her a wall of fire round about, and will be the
glory in the midst of her.” – Zechariah 2:5

The wall is FAR MORE than you and I knew. Not just because you could see through the steel slats and
that it will ‘keep out’ illegals, drugs, human trafficking and a land invasion from China and United
Nations troops from crossing into America through the US/Mexico border.
The wall is probably one of the most brilliantly engineered, yet simple technological marvels of our time.
[Patent: Boson Beam Enersend System] Tesla Technology based on Tesla’s “Scalar Waves.”

“And I will make thee unto this people a fenced brazen wall: and they shall fight
against thee, but they shall not prevail against thee: for I am with thee to save thee
and to deliver thee, saith the LORD. And I will deliver thee out of the hand of the
wicked, and I will redeem thee out of the hand of the terrible.”
– Jeremiah 15:20-21

Since the day President Trump said he will build a wall. The opposition has been doing everything
possible to stop it from being built and here is the reason why.
Trumps steel wall is an ‘Electric Arc Furnace’ or EAF. Note the word ‘electric’ in EAF. EAF’s are mainly
used to produce special quality steels which are alloyed with other metals. [more on EAF’s]
“It will actually be a more powerful wall,” says President Trump.
“the wall is electrified,” says President Trump

The reason Trump chose steel slats is because you can electrify it and cause them to vibrate and that’s
why he tweeted out that “the wall is electrified” (Article - Trump claims he electrified the border wall).
Of course, the mainstream media and the opposition went insane with a serious case of Trump
Derangement Syndrome (TDS). Here is another article regarding the electrified wall. When President
Trump Tweet you need to pay close attention, there is always a hidden meaning. Trump is truly walking
with the Lord and just driving the opposition stark raving mad. When the Lord gives you the insight to
His moves and counter moves through Trump, one can only come to the conclusion that the Lord God
has a great sense of humor!

A Historical Moment in Time: In 1876, Bell was able to use a battery, an electrified
tuning fork and a cup of acidic water to transmit sound over an electric wire for the
first time.

The steel wall is electrified with huge transducers that caused those big huge steel slats to act like tuning
forks. The slats produced vibrations, in what is called parasitic waves or parasitic oscillation that radiates
radio waves causing electromagnetic interference (EMI) out to other devices.
Why does it matter that the hundreds of miles of border wall is one long tuning fork? A tuning fork is an
acoustic resonator that is milled from a single blank of fine “steel” and are then precisely tuned to
produce a single, specific, tone or frequency. In the case of the wall, the parasitic oscillating wave
produces feedback to the 60 GHz frequency creating an undesirable condition for the frequency and the
equipment that transmits 60 GHz.

7. The Wall is Genius and Here is Why!
The wall is genius because of the parasitic oscillation wave it produces and when they built the concrete
footers in the wall, inside the huge concrete base they placed transducers, meaning the wall ‘is
electrified.’ When power is applied to the transducer it vibrates the miles of wall like a huge tuning fork.
The vibration not only travels through the air but the entire continent vibrates; North America, Central
America and South America from tip to tip and across the Atlantic Ocean.
As soon as the wall reached ‘critical length,’ and came online it reacted to the 5G transformers and
literally lit up the sky with glowing ‘blue light’ explosions. People can go back and look at YouTube
videos to view this phenomenon. From San Diego, to Chicago, to New York City and all the way down
the continent, as far south as Rio de Janeiro, and as far east as the United Kingdom. There were many
explosions that lit up the night sky with an eerie blue glow. Many people thought that aliens were
landing. In some areas, the blue light explosions were huge because of the density of the 5G
deployment.
The explosions were 5G transformers substations blowing up. The parasitic oscillation wave destroyed
the 60 GHz frequency spectrum completely. As an example, in order to help explain what happened, let
us take an audio power amplifier (speaker) that goes into parasitic oscillation; enough power is
generated through the oscillation to damage the connected speaker. In the case of the 5G transformers,
the parasitic oscillation heated them up and vibrated them until they blew up! Every wavelength is
represented by a different color.

The blue light, as seen by many, is the color of the 5G wavelength.

Here are several YouTube videos for you to watch. There are literally over hundreds of videos on
YouTube just search for [blue light explosion search YouTube].
1. New York City [Manhattan 1 2 3 4, Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens 1 2 3, Staten Island]
2. San Diego, California 1 2 Northern California
3. Tucson, Arizona 1
4. Bristol, England 1
5. Des Moines, Iowa 1
6. Buffalo, NY 1
7. Wales, United Kingdom 1
The blue light explosions happened in late 2018, once the wall ‘length’ reached critical mass. The wall
then began to disrupt the 60 GHz frequency spectrum. One can only imagine the mass extinction event
that was averted, especially in New York City.
The parasitic wave that was produced by the wall was the same as the parasitic wave feedback that
Tesla created when he first came online in Colorado Springs. The parasitic wave that Tesla produced in
his power system destroyed the city’s generator. Trump, in the design of the border wall, did exactly to
5G transformers, what Tesla did to the Colorado Springs power grid. Blew it up!
Also, what was happening in parallel between the COFEFE Act, the building of the wall, and the winter of
2018; the Trump administration had been replacing the Apple/Huawei 5G grid with a safer 5G, the type
that is in your cell phone which is not at 60 GHz, as a temporary measure until they got enough of the
wall built to fire it up. However, as you witnessed by the blue light explosions throughout America, there
was still a lot of the Apple/Huawei 5G equipment that had not been replaced.
The WALL is more than just a wall!

8. What is the Latest News About the Wall?
The latest news is that Trump is painting his wall for aesthetics, but it ‘may also be an operational
benefit’ for the wall. Now, the Fake News Lamestream media is suffering a 2nd bout of ‘TDS’. In practice,
it is true that the wall is being painted, however, technically the wall is being coated with acoustic

coating(s) [Patent: US4883143A & Patent: US6872761B2]. There could be more patents associated with
coating the tuning forks, a.k.a., the wall, depending on what they are trying to achieve with that
particular section of wall. For example, the damping of acoustic waves or amplification. Other
innovations stemming from the building of the wall are well documented in this article.

9. In Conclusion
We can thank and praise God for placing President Trump for such a time as this. If the 5G transformers
were in place and turned on during the Corona Virus outbreak, millions of Americans would have died. I
have no doubt about this, but don’t take my word. Search the matter out yourself. Turn to Jesus Christ
and ask the Holy Spirit for wisdom, revelation and discernment.

And I say unto you, Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and
it shall be opened unto you.
— Luke 11:1

We are still not out of the woods. The parasites that are running many of our states, cities, counties and
technology corporations, were out deploying more Huawei/Apple 5G during the Covid-19 lock down.
They just don’t give up, even if you tell them a million times, GOD WINS!

Woe unto them that seek deep to hide their counsel from the LORD, and their works
are in the dark, and they say, Who seeth us? and who knoweth us?
– Isaiah 25:15

Please use this paper to educate others. And please do share any information you might have with the
scribe mariasunicht@yahoo.com. There is so much happening in the world. Information is moving at the
speed of light, sometimes it is difficult to even attempt to catchup.
The Holy Spirit has also placed in my heart that there is a connection with the ocean waters glowing blue
and falling objects in the sky glowing blue [another blue glow video]. I do not have the full picture yet;
the Holy Spirit will reveal it in its proper time.
All Glory to God.
Amen.
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